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She thought about what we all had in common...
Something everyone could relate to in the last 24 hrs ...
or less!

It was all happening.

Nicole sang a song (about 'your dad taking a dump') - it was quite the performance!

Cooking Poo 101

COULD I HAVE A VOLUNTEER PLEASE?
50g-100g of poo
Sterile water

FMT

She even took us through 'Cooking 101'.

Next time you see me don't be a hater, say thank goodness for poo!

I've recently taken on a new therapeutic role...
People have started eating me!

Fecal Microbiotic Transplantation

Or 'FMT'!

Aka taking healthy poo (from a donor) & giving it as treatment to a recipient

Donor (healthy) → Recipient (unwell)

The most popular use is to treat Clostridium difficile ('difficult') in Latin

100% C. Diff Cure Rate (RCT)

81% (traditional) Vancomycin

31% FMT